Comments/Protests on application: **LNG Development Company, LLC; Application for Long-Term Authorization To Export Liquified Natural GAs Produced From Canadian and Domestic Natural Gas Resources to Non-Free Trade Agreement Countries for a 25-Year Period.**

**Public Interest Considerations**

**Balancing the glut:** Why *shouldn't* domestic natural gas prices be low? Just because companies in Canada and the US extracted more gas than the domestic markets demand doesn't mean we should ship it overseas. This is a finite resource. Don't export our energy independence. Keep American gas in AMERICA!

**Alleviating Unemployment:** The permit estimates how many temporary construction jobs will be created from 2014-2018, but how many will permanent jobs will remain after construction ends in 2018?

**Trade Deficit:** How exactly will the Project reduce the deficit by $4.5 billion per year? I clicked the link for "further details" but found none.

**Environmental Impact:**

**FERC reqs:** With this terse legalese paragraph Oregon LNG is essentially saying, "*We care about environment as much as we legally have to!*" With increasingly dramatic climate events threatening our national security, the environmental impact of Oregon LNG's Project should be carefully explored and publicly discussed prior to construction.